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any mining country one can find towns such as Virginia City in Nevada,
or Cobar in Australia, that once were prosperous but now have fallen to
ruins because the earth has been pillaged of its mineral deposits. Practi-
cally all the changes wrought by man in mineral deposits are for the
worse. When the earth has once been robbed of its metals, fuels, and
rare earths, they cannot be replaced.
Climate, the last great feature of physical environment, is far more
variable than any of the others, A rainy day spoils a baseball game or an
automobile trip. A snowstorm ties up traffic and may cause many a
small child to cry for milk. A cool, wet summer may cause an Adiron-
dack resort to be almost deserted, and thus bankrupt the hotel keepers,
cause the guides to go elsewhere for a living, and make the railroads and
the boats on the lakes run at a loss. A drought of a few months may
cause famines like those of India.
Often the climate grows wetter, colder, drier, or warmer, for a few years
and then more or less promptly returns to the original condition. Such
irregular climatic cycles vary from those of about 3 years, through those
of about 11, 33, and 100, up to the great cycles known as glacial periods.
Trees, foxes, grouse, and salmon are some of the many forms of life
which show a cycle of about 10 years. At one stage of the cycles the big
sequoia trees of California, for example, grow rapidly; at the opposite
stage slowly. During the stages when animals are abundant, hunters and
fishermen often think themselves very skillful because they procure much
game and many fish. At the opposite stage they suppose that the presence
of too many other hunters and fishermen has spoiled the sport. They
do not realize that epidemic diseases often sweep off the animals by the
million. In one way or another all these cycles, as well as those of the
crops, seem to be connected with the weather. Thus, climate is the one
great physical condition which by its very nature varies in such a way as
to exert a tremendous influence upon man. The other five—the earth
as a globe, land forms, water bodies, soil, and minerals—are relatively
constant except when long periods are considered.
The plants and animals upon which man depends so largely are sub-
ject to quite as many variations as the climate. These often take the
form of migrations, blights, and diseases. Let us begin with some of the
variations in plants and animals and then pass to those more directly
connected with man.
Examples of Geographic Variables
Insect Migrations. The migrations of insects illustrate the effect o£
geographic variables. The movements o£ the locust, for example, depend
largely upon climate. In years when the eggs hatch in large numbers

